Aim of the Game

Can you keep up with Silly Sausage by responding to his 5 commands of Shake ME, Stretch ME, Twist ME, Poke ME and Dip ME. Respond correctly and in time to stay in the game or achieve the highest score! CHIPOLATA and JUMBO games record highest score for each mode. can you beat it?

Let's Play!

The Games

CHIPOLATA Speed/Reaction Game
BANGER Pass & Play Reaction Game
JUMBO Memory/Reaction Game

The Modes

SINGLE Solo Play
PARTY Multiplay
TURBO Super Fast Play

CHIPOLATA

Speed & reaction game, respond to Silly Sausage’s commands as they get quicker and quicker.

Play SINGLE mode - POKE Silly Sausage once. Silly Sausage will confirm the game mode and high score if one has been recorded.

Press the POKE button to start, follow the commands, incorrect or too slow it’s game over and Silly Sausage will tell you your score.

Press POKE to play the same game again or Turn Off and On to select a different game or mode.

Play PARTY mode - POKE Silly Sausage twice.

Play the same as single mode, but randomly after a few commands Silly Sausage will tell you to PASS ME to the next player.

Play as a team to gain a high score.

Play SINGLE TURBO mode - POKE Silly Sausage three times

Plays the same as single mode, but the actions and sounds speed up very quickly.

Play PARTY TURBO mode - POKE Silly Sausage four times.

Plays the same as Party mode, but watch out the actions and sounds speed up very quickly.
BATTERY INFORMATION

Silly Sausage requires 2 x AA batteries (included).
We recommend ‘TRY ME’ batteries are replaced with alkaline batteries for optimum performance.
• An adult should install the batteries and take note of the following – open the cover on the back of Silly Sausage by using a cross head screwdriver. Insert the batteries making sure the + and – signs on the batteries are aligned with the corresponding + and – markings inside the compartment.
• Do not recharge non-rechargeable batteries.
• Do not mix different types of batteries, or used and new batteries.
• Rechargeable batteries are to be removed from the toy before charging them.
• Rechargeable batteries are only to be charged under adult supervision.
• Only batteries of the same or equivalent type, as recommended, are to be used.
• Insert batteries in the correct polarity.
• Remove exhausted (used) batteries from the toy.
• Remove batteries from the toy if it is not going to be used for a long period of time.
• Do not short-circuit the supply terminals.
• Batteries should be replaced by an adult.
• Do not attempt to power battery products from the mains supply and do not insert connection wires into electrical socket outlets.
• Dispose of used batteries at a recycling point. Never dispose of batteries in fire.

JUMBO

Memory game. Repeat Silly Sausage’s moves in the correct sequence. High score wins!

Play SINGLE mode – TWIST Silly Sausage once. Silly Sausage will confirm the game mode and high score (if one has been recorded).
Press POKE to start the game. Listen to the full series of commands then repeat in the order that Silly Sausage says them (an extra command is added each time). If incorrect it’s game over and Silly Sausage will tell you your score. Press POKE to play again. Turn Off and On to select a different game or mode.

Play PARTY mode – TWIST Silly Sausage twice.
Play as single mode. After a player has followed the sequence correctly Silly Sausage will say PASS ME. The next player will have the same sequence plus an extra command. If incorrect that player is out and Silly Sausage will ask you to POKE to continue (until one player is left) or STRETCH to end the game. Silly Sausage will confirm by saying Silly Sausage and you can select a different game or mode.

Play SINGLE TURBO mode – TWIST Silly Sausage three times.
Play the same as single mode, but get ready as the actions speed up very quickly.

Silly Sausage will go to sleep after a period of inactivity, to wake press the POKE button, he will say Silly Sausage and is ready for you to select a game or mode.

High scores are reset on battery replacement.
To reset Silly Sausage remove and replace the batteries.
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To see more of our range why not visit www.idealboardgames.co.uk